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It's certainly been a bit since I wrote a how-to document! I had one of my reddit kids from/r/ARBTServer days wanting to visit the server, but they are exclusively a Mac user. Bedrock Edition is not available for MacOS on publication time, so I decided to see if I could figure out a way to get them connected in anticipation
of either the Bedrock Edition to become available for MacOS or they get various compatible systems, none of which is likely in the near future. After a day of play, googling and tinkering, I think I sorted a working solution. Note: The following was tested on the 2015 13 MacBook Pro with the following specifications:
MacOS Mojave 10.14.1 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 8GB Ram Naturally, your mileage can vary depending on the specification of the system. Also - it's for people for whom bootcamping for Windows 10 or buying another system is not an option. Just heading both of those decisions off on the pass. You'll need: But ARBT, you
can protest: I've never used/didn't use Android! Relax. This process is not exactly going to turn you into an Android devotee, please stop squeezing your iOS devices like that before you break something. On the other hand, Android is not that hard to use. Also, I firmly believe that everyone should know how to use as
many OS as possible, so if this is your first contact with Android, use the opportunity to learn! Everything you need to know/use when working in BlueStacks to play Minecraft is in the My Apps tab. Install and customize BlueStacks Download and install BlueStacks. MacOS can yell at you about Spooky Apps from the
Internet and block the process, so make sure you have admin privileges. This will allow you to get into system preferences and OK setup from there. At this point, I recommend running BlueStacks once to check that the installation was successful. You can also log into the Play Store through the app provided and
buy/download/install Minecraft for Android. Don't try to work it out yet, though. Starting Bluestacks... When installing Bluestacks, it only allocates 1GB of RAM. Minecraft will work, but the frame rate will be horribly close to unplayable, even with all the quirky video settings disabled or scaled all the way back. If you have
the teensiest flimsiest MacBook Air on the market, I'm going to assume you have more than 1GB to play, so we'll need to customize this specific setup. Make sure you completely get out of BlueStacks if you have it working. Then go to Finder and close/close the rest of the apps. When in Finder, tap the Go menu and
then hold the option/alt key. This will show a few hidden menu items. We need a library. BlueStacks has its own folder in the library, so open it and then open the Android folder. From there, either option-click or or Click Android.vbox and then select Open with. I'd choose TextEdit, but you can do it with any code editor if
you have one. Open with TextEdit if possible Android.vbox is an xml document with a bunch of configuration settings and a friendly looking NO EDIT THIS FILE warning at the top. (Obviously we'll ignore that.) Scroll down until you see a line with the RAMSize'rquot;1024'lquot $gt; Go ahead and change this to half your
total RAM in MB. (So if you have 4GB in total, you want to use 2GB, which is 2 x 1024 and 2048. I approached 4GB, or 4096. you can certainly experiment with that number as needed, but half your total RAM is a good starting point.) Save the document, get out of TextEdit or what you use, and close any Finder windows
you have open. It's also a good time to shut down any extraneous apps you have running as well if you haven't already. The line of code you want to change the hat tip on Youtuber Dubstep_FX instructions on how to do it. Running Minecraft! Window BlueStacks, displaying my Apps tab with Minecraft installed. Run
BlueStacks again. If you haven't seen this before, click on the Play Store and download/install Minecraft. It should appear in my app tab as soon as it's all done. (No, you can't close the App Center tab. Just do your best to ignore it.) Full-screen BlueStacks, click on Minecraft, log on to XBox Live, and have fun! Here, the
MacBook Pro runs Minecraft. (Sorry mess ...) Notes I recommend turning everything down that you can initially reduce the backlog. This setup is clearly not perfect or perfect, but luckily Minecraft has some native settings in it that make setting up a mobile app into something to use with a keyboard/mouse or controller.
Also, even with four-fold dedicated RAM there is still some perceived lag, especially when connecting to the game's external server/friend, as opposed to playing in the local world. (It's most noticeable in that there's a delay in action causing sound effects. Definitely tinker with the video settings to facilitate this, and if
necessary, close out the whole and repeat the instructions above to raise your RAM distribution. Obviously if you're a Mac user, the ideal situation would be for Mojang/Microsoft to release Bedrock for Mac, so go to the feedback site, log on with XBox Live credentials and upvote/comment in the Bedrock engine on Mac
and Stream Linux. However, at the same time, I that this post provides an acceptable measure of temporary stoppage. My family is an Apple household (Macs and iOS devices) and we get into Minecraft. I tried in vain to find a definitive answer as to whether there were any options to allow family members to use these
separate individual play on shared servers or worlds. This seems questionable at the moment, but I can't find a reliable source that says yes, it's impossible anyway, so you can stop trying to find a solution. The Minecraft website has a comparison of features, and both Mac and iOS are listed as common features,
namelyRealms, multiplayer player-hosting, and LAN or WiFi Multiplayer. The Minecraft page in the App Store for iPhone and iPad also advertises Play with friends on mobile (and) PC...! (See the screenshots.) I briefly thought that the Realms feature was our ticket, since the option was prominently displayed on mac and
iOS interfaces. But when I had problems with their work, I learned (on Arqade and elsewhere) that this overall function is actually limited. Specifically, users can only play with each other if they work in the same Minecraft edition, such as Java (on our Mac) or Bedrock/Pocket (on our iPad/iPhone). I tried looking for
Minecraft multiplayer server communities that accept both platforms, but I came short. I tried to investigate what it would take to host a home server, but I wasn't able to determine if it would be worth the effort. We were able to get our iPad and iPhone to run multiplayer on our LAN/WiFi, but my Mac couldn't see this
activity. Are there ways to make these different Apple devices play well with each other, or are we SOL? Hello! I recently got a MacBook and I want to play the Minecraft Bedrock edition so I can play on my Xbox and iPhone saves. Is this possible without a dual Windows download? Thank you! Page 2 13 comments
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